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Music

Rev, Wayne Todd_
Speaker For Church

The regular worship services
at 10:45 a.m. and five p.m. will.
be held at the First Baptist
C'h urch on Sunday,
y, January 16,
troduced. They Include:
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
allow stores whose principal
Guild, with Rev. Wayne E. Todd, inArt
Murray
The
-House Bill 20, which would business is selling groceries,
Writer
Associated
Press
Today is Cy Miller's birthday.
•
terim
speaking
at
minister,
Street,
6th
North
103
located at
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - repeal the entire present law, drugs,
gifts and
Murray, will be open today and both services.
Sunday closing has been pre- Introduced by Rep. George Sie- fishing tackle and bait to reMr. Hillman_Coles brings in
W.
Rudolph
Howard,
minister
Sugib, for the benefit of peran October 29, 1925 Murray
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
main open on Sunday throughintroduced earlier.by Rep. Ter- inea desiring to visit'the Guid, of music, will be directing the dicted as one of the most emo- mens, D-Lehisville.
105, which would repeal out the state; ft also would al• Ledger which has severaLitein
Associated,Press Writer
ry Mc-Brayer, D-Greenup, ex- according to a spokesman for song service. The Adult Choir tional issues of the 1972 Kenthe present law, but then allow low the governing bodies of
of interest in it.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A cept that it would allow dosed
will present special Music at the tucky Legislature. '
voters to direct Uta it be reins- cities and counties to permit
And
next
week,
state
legialscollective bargaining bill with meetings for certain specified the group.
Hours of the Guild will be morning service and the High
try to decide what to tated on a county-wide basis. It any Sunday sales' or activity One was about a famous
binding arbitration provisions bodies or thosemeeting for cerwill
tors
evening
School
Choir
at
the
from ten' am. to four p.m.
doabout-thasiates-121-yeardild--svaaspensered-by Reps. James MO:Wanted within their
—
bearded lady Medame Sidonia
for firefighters in first, second tain purposes.
today, Saturday, and from-tine service.
Yocom, Robert Hughes and diction
and third class cities has been
Barsey who passeeaway in
The exceptions under-Conn's to four p.m.on Sunday, January
Sunday School with Paul law on Sunday closing,
Oklahoma. 'She had a bear introduced in the Kentucky Sen- bills would be meetings inThe chiefesponsor of the Sen-'
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16:
ate
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Mrs. Treva Mathis, director
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launchers closer to South Viet- and blue banner of the proFurtherr it would prohibit assembled at the Normal is inissioner could appoint a dis- islative body meetings other
nam's northern frontier than Communist Pathet Lao flying employers from discriminating
interested third person to head than those of the 14 standing
expected to be proton.
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merits with U.S. fighfers within the U.S. ,Central Intelligence
include Qov. William J. Fields, ber.
meetings of legislative, executhree miles of the border.
If no settlement is readied tive, administrative bodies of
Judge Ed C. O'Rear chairman
Agency. But official sources in
The U.S. Command
of the Normal School Com- through the efforts of the fact- state or local government other
Vientiane, the Laotian capital,
two new aerial engagements, denied the Long Cbeng base
The
mlinion, Dr. McHenry Rhoads, finding team, both parties than those exempted.
Calloway- -County
one of them resulting in a pro- had fallen.
Association for Retarded
State Superintendent of Schools would be bound by a decision of
reaction. -strike over
an arbitration board composed
Children will hold its ropier
and Hon. R.T. Wells. •
Fierce hand-tohand combat
STAMPS ON EXPLORERS
of one member chosen- by each
North Vietnamese territory, raged today.' along "Skyline
monthly meeting on
LONDON AP)- Explorers
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Another bill seeking to prohi- and James Clark Rose will be Building at Murray State- dimb Friday on the sale of dark am
the South, recently completed
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ata cost of More than $260,000." bit secret meetings of all state featured on a series of British University.
fired tobacco, type 23, on the air-craft were not damaged,the
and local governmental Stamps to be issued Feb. 16,
Special film strips"of the Day Murray. Market, according to
By OLE DUUS
• Also the following: "Mr. Jas agencies also was introduced
On April 26, a stamp marking Care Center and Trainable 011ie Barnett, reporter for the
_
Antedated Press,Writer
H. Utterback, one of the oldest Friday, this one by Rep. Peter the 50th =Oyes:eat/pi the dia-- Mat w111--1;4-shewnsr
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down by a Ford Sedan, driven
A50.67 per hundred weight was
grethe carried out the-first offiby Hollis Blanton, colored, last
The Jab Carp Choir from
recorded in the sales .on the
„pal dutiesof her reign today-as
Sunday and sustained a broken
DoraO's, Farris, Glowers, and Morganfield will present a
the nation mourned her popular
leg and severe body bruiies7'
Planters Loose Leaf Floors in program at the Mt. Horeb Free
King Frederik IX.
father,
Department
of
the
The Music
Will Baptist Church on Sunday, Murray Woman's Club will
. Murray on Friday.
Flags on nubile buildings and
Also James C.Karr,82 years
This is $1.15 higher than the January 16, at three p.m.
meet Tuesday, January 18, at private homes flew at halfpld,veteran of the War Between
Willie Wilson Kinel of 7:30 p.m. in the clubhouse. All staff. Church bells tolled. At average of $59.52 reported for
the States, died at 2:30 o'clock
the sales on the previous day. Morganfield, member Of the members of the chorus are noon, naval batteries fired 81this morning at the Confederate
honor of the
On Friday the sales were for church there, is the sponsor for asked tocome at6:30 pan.for s
iHome at Pewee Valley".
175,29e pounds for- a total the program.
king.
dead
rehearsal.
The public is invited to attend,
amount of ;105,126.46.
One battery was within sight
Chuck Simons, a member of
High won over
Murray
the
opened
in
according
to
itev.
Frank'
market
the
Since
faculty of Murray of the waterfront statue of
the
music
Sedalia 25 to 0. "Half-backs
on ,Monday, the sales Williams pastor of the local State University and owner of Little Mermaid, the capital's
Murra_y,
Dick and McNeely were the
have been for 1,234,142 pounds church.
Chuck's Music Store, will fairy tale symbol-Another fired
outstaiidthg haat field men of
Kronborg
By DAVID RILL
until that last shot by Jackson. Why, they're the team that for $730,270.94 with an average
present the program. Simons from the rampartaof
The game carrying'the ball
famous
as the
Elsinore,
Castle,
Glenn Jackson, two points.
everybody plays in their season of $59.17 being reported for the
Most of the time, the
will demonstrate a few of the
Irang gains on nearly every play. That's how theaeorbig book Gophers' lead was by ten and opener,so hey can take an easy, week's sales.
instruments from his setting for Shakespeare's
musical
Quarterback Bourland was also read, but that's Wall there is. twelve points. They applied a win.
The market will continue with
tollection, some of which are "Hamlet.”
an importapt factor in, the It's when he got thoseIwo points lull court press that waddler,: Not so last night. The Tigers gales scheduled for Monday Answers Calls Thursday
Court mourning was decreed
from -different parts; of the
victory, running his team well that matters.
quit, and everybody on the team came book out in a full court again in Murray on the four
The Murray Fire Department world and are very unusual. for twd months. Movie halos_
and showing up at the receiving
Glenn Jackson sank an eight seemed to be hot in the shooting press of their own, managed to floors.
answered a call,to the home of This is an open. meeting, and and theaters will be closed Satend of passes. Kenny, full back, foot jump shot with only eight department.
slow down the fleeting Gophers.
Jesse McNutt at 1405 West Main members are encouraged to urday night and restaurants
made one of the touchdowns and seconds remaining on the clock
With nearly four minutes But the damage had already
Street on Thursday at 5:40 p.m. bring a guest to hear Simons' have been ordered not to play'
played a great game on the last night to give the Murray gone in the first quarter, Tyrone been done. The Gophers ,had
The wall behind a heater was on talk and demonstration, ac- dance music.
defense. In the line Williams, High Tigers a 5453.victory over McCuiston scored Murray already
The king's body was quietly
amassed' that long
fire. Firemen used the booster cording to Mrs. Joe Prince,
Alton and Outland played their visiting Fancy Farm.
from the municipal hosmoved
flames.
High's first two points. Fans lead, and the Tigers couldn't
extinguish
the
Chairman.
Department
Music
-to
best game of the year from the
where
be died Friday
pital,
It was their one and only lead had begun to think the Tigers seem to close the gap.
p.m.
the
6:30
at
Later
Hostesses for the meeting will
standpoint of offensive work of the..game.
The intersection of Highway firement were called to 303 be Mrs. James Kline, Mrs. M.G. night,' to Amalienborg Palace,were going to be shut out. Just • At the end of the half, the
and opening holes for the backThat's all that counts, though, for the record, the Gophers had visitors lead was eleven, down 121 Bypass and U.S. Highway North 12th Street where a fuse Carman, Mrs. Joe Dick, Mrs., his home during his reign of
field men to plough - through. whoever leads at the end wins, already scored ten in those first from as much as fifteen, up to 641 North was the'scene of a two box had shorted. No damage
Don Robinson, Mrs.' Morgan nearly 26 years.
Wells, star end, who did the regardless of for how long or by four minutes.
as little as nine. For the Most of car collision on Friday at 6:30 was reported.
(Galleried on Page Five)
and Mrs. Josiah Darnall.
Sisk,
kicking and passing for the how much the other team has
With 302 relnaining, Thur- the fans, it was a time to catch a.m., according to the report
victors, scored when he lead.
man Foster went to the eharity their breath and ask themselves filed by the investigating ofrecovered a Sedalia fumble and
what in the world was going On ficers of the Murray Police
The Fancy Farm Gophers stripe and bucketed one of two
raced across the goal line."
came to Murray last night to shots, giving the Bengals their here.
Department. No- injuries were
(Coatinned on Page Five)
play ball, even Bobby Toon third point. The Gophers'how
listed on the report.
admitted that. And they did a- lead 14-3.
Involved were a 1968 Pontiac
good job of it, and Bobby Toon
two door hardtop driven by
Eighteem to seven was the
admitted that,ano.
Virgil Austin Lyon of Murray
score between quarters,and the
The Gophers, now 6-6 for the Tigers and their fans were still
'eute Two and e 1972 Ford two
''Ceremonies Without season, led our Murray team. shocked beyond words.
door hardtop driven by Jimmie
Meaning" is the sermon topic from the very start last night.
Lee Edwards of ICirksey Route
Of all teams to be doing this
The Tigers never held the lead to the Tigers, Fancy Farm!
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., One.
for Sunday, January 16, by
will be speaking on the subject, - Police said Lyon had stopped
Rev. Charles H. Moffett of the
"Throw Away Living", at the on the Highway 121 Bypass at
First Presbyterian Church, 16th
8:45 and the 10:50 a.m. service Stop sign to make a right turn
and Main Streets.
at the First United Methodist onto 641 North. Edwards
The public is invited to attend
Church on Sunday, January 16. stopped behind the Lyon car
church school classes at 9:30
Both the Junior High and and he told police that his foot
a.m.,and the service of worship
Senior High Youth Fellowship slipped off the brake and he
at 10:45 a.m.
groups will meetiSunday at six collided with the Lyon car,
A nursery is provided for prep.m. for supper and programs according to the police report.
school children during the
The full court press by the North Marshall five still at the church.
Damage to the POTILINCWIS on
service.
North Mar,shall Jets again remained far out of reach.
The Minister's Confirmation the trunk and bumper and to the
Capping game honors for the Class will meet in the
proved to be too much for the
Junior Ford on the right front fender.
Calloway County Lakers as they Lakers was James Wells with High Class room at five p.m.
15.
was followed by Johnnie Sunday.
fell 87-61 last night.
The Lakers were never really Stockdale with 12, and David
FOUR CITED
program committee
A
in the game,as the Jets took off Wyatt with 11. Dan Thompson
- Four _persons_ were,gited.by..
meeting
of
the
WSCS
of
the
Kentucky extended,eatlook
up TO-markers-on Mire church
'
rn theffrstRytheend
will be held at two p.m. the Murray Police Department
Continued cold Monday morn- of the first quarter, the host
Percentages from the field Sunday in
the church parlor. All on Friday and early Saturday
ing, then a warming trend Mon- quint was on top 24-13.
indicate that the Jets had the
circle
vice-presidents
are urged morning. They were one for
day afternoon through Wednesedge with 53 per cent to their to
public drunkenness at 5:40 a.m.
attend.
By. the end of the half, the Jets visitors 42 per cent.
day. A chance of rain Tuesday
one for driving while
Friday,
The • members of the
and Wednesday. Lows *mostly had increased their lead to 21,
on
driving
Intoxicated,
Operation
Cadre
Committee
holding
the
Lakers
down
42-21:
SCORING
in the teens Monday morning.
license
revoked
or
suspended
will
meet in the church parlor
By theand of the-half, the Jets
Calloway(61)
:
-Wells 15,
Temperatures in the upper 20s
and running a red light at 16th
to upper Xis Tuesday morning lid increased their lead to 21, Shelton 1,Ferguson 3, Stockirlale on Monday, January.17,.at 7:30 and Chestnut Streets at one
p.m.
This
committee
is
com12,
Howard 7, Wyatt II,
and the upper 30s to mid 40s holding the takers down 42-21.
posed of Norma Frank; am. Saturday, onelcir drivingThe Leiters had *play catch- Thompson 10, Seatbrough
• Wednesday morning.- agile in
DENMARK'S KING DIES-penmark's Queen Ingrid talks with newsmen outside vine covered #
chairman,
Roberta Whitnah, while intoxicated at 2:47 a.m.
for
the
rest
Of
the
game,
North
up
ball
Marshall(
87
)-Capps
the, low 30s to low 40s Monday,
driving
for
one
.Saturday,,and
Municipal
Hospital in Cepeillegen, where King Frederik IX died Friday night. The popular Monarch ,
Nancy
Trotter,
the upper 40s to upper .511s 'and could never reach the..Jetir. 14, Jones 19, Phelps 19, Pliant D,elma
while intoxicated erthree a.m. slipped into a deep coma Thursday,several days after Suffering a relapse.
Tuesday and the Ris Wednes- The scsifiliettieen quarters in 10,--Putfett 6, Hart 4, Darnell 3, Ha,gerstock, and Jerry An.
•
Saturday-.
dersen. ,
the second half was 60-41, as the Sto_ry 2, Travis 2.
•
day. .
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---- a misdemeanor and,means the
th.
muntles -rfctived have to bear
expense of jailing those
found guilty.
Louden said that placed an
unfair burden on Oldham and
Lyon fiscal courts.. The state
reformatory is in Oldham CounThe House Judiciary Corn= ty and the State Penitentiary Is
mine* reported out both4iil1s in1L,hye'oncoemonttyt'e.e
passed over
ursday. One would allow
lice judges in third class _citiea -the bill so it could determine if 1
to have court clerks and to could come up with another
other would remove some of approach to handle the problem
the technical requirements for better'.
The House Committee on
sole beneficiaries of an estate
who also are executors of it. . Highways and Traffic Safety
Rep. Bobby Richardson, D- also deferred action on a bill
Glasgow, who sponsored the which would require the State
bill on estates, said it would ap- 'NI& Safety Department7to
ply primarily to widows and notify drivers 30 clays before
sole surviviRg children. Such ". their drivers' licenses expired.
persons would no longerlsiiin: The panel agreed to ask the_das.
to keep separate bank accounts Partment how easily it could do
for the estate nor justify to a that and what It would cost.
That committee also put off
A thought for today: Americourt their spending of money
action,
pending further study, can writer Ralph Waldo Emerfrom it
And on the police court bill, on a ,bill which would require son said, "The highest compact
lruelarteturve-thstrieeds we can make-with our fellow
lice judges in second and fourth covered -so nothing could fall Tan is 'Let -there be truth
bdtwesnia_foravarinore."
-class cities now are
-alowed
have -clerks
---51ass cities-eizinot.
- The Judiciary Cothmittee dejerred
study on a bill by Rep: W. J.
Prog. Info. 753-3314
0
Loudr, IhCarrollton which
'
74;15
-weble-make it a felony to
Ends Tonite
sault a prison guard or other
- 4
prison employe.
,
"BOB -Si CAROL & TED & ALICE" 3:15, 7:35
Londen said such cases now
-No "cactus flower-- 9:20-Only- are tried under assault lame,
which make the offense simply

LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Zeb A. Stewart, age 84, Edmond(Ed) Ray,
age 74, Robert J. Routon, age 61, Mrs. Walter Duke, and Mrs.
Durrett Padgett.
Larry A. Watts, son of Mrs. Francis W. Villain, began a aim weeks basic training program recently at the-Naval
- Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
. William Paul Dailey, Jr., student at Middle Tennessee State
-Zeller, Murfreesboro, Tenn., has been selected for Who's Who
'
1,---Among %orientsfn in -Anaeliniiitollegitilm'irraTusi.
• _The
te Racers lost to
f
tatiatatill Bathe PlaYealikIere axell-out es
Murray Field House.
_

AgoTadãy
10 Years
,
imams a ram nia

30YearsAgoThisWeek
Deaths reported are Colle L.Pool,age 78,Jo Anna Smith,giant
daughter of Mr.andId*TrumanSmith,and Ernest Carroll Ray,
_
age 77.
PaiirrenTue,'suPerriendent ofAbrNIX-Reitident Tr
Center at Murray, announced that defense units, probably by February 1, fvould be in operation on the Murray project. These
Units consist of -electric welding and machine operations. : Murray grocers met at the Chamber of Commerce offices to
form plans for extending the length of time they could offer free
delivery services with their present tires and trucks. They are not
eligible for truck tires under the war rationing program.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ross announce the marriage of their
daughter, Thelma, to Dwight L. Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
Stone. The vows were read on December 23.
Boats will pass thrountsthabig lock of Kentucky Dam at
Gilbertsville for the first time an or about today, January 15.

Innovation Knows No
Limits\in Taxation

-

By JOHN CUNNIFF '
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK AP - As
"anonymous" once said, "The
Internal Revenue Service
should be mighty glad the taxpayers have what it takes'.
The taxpayers always have
come through. They always
have had what it takes and the
government has always taken
what they had,'although sometimes not without considerable
resistance.
Every so often that resistance reaches the point of rebelilousness, and one of those
times seems to be now. Smoldering tax revolts have erupted
from time to time, especially in
regard to expensive school
bond issues.
Does this mean that taxes
*ill havecto be appreciably lowered? Likely not. But the name
of the tax, the type of tax and
the taxed may have to be
changed. That's the game's
name. Innovation knows no
in taxation.
ft.)ne of the newer candidates
for consideration is_ the value_
added tax, under which a prodet is taxed according to the
Wine added-cost versus selling price-at each stage of production, thus assuring a constant relationship between tax
and product value.'
- Such a concept is really not
new. It was considered in the
:United States as early as the
.1920s and actually was put into
use, but later repealed, in
Michigan. It is used throughout
-the. Cornmon'Market countries;
.Now the Nixon administration
lndicales it is seriously thinkingof VAT to finance the nation's
schools. in Case the Supreme
Court, rules that it is unconstitutionalto support
.—local

schools through property taxes.
The arguments for such a tax
are numerous, but perhaps
were summed up by Richard
Lindholm, a tax authority, professor and administrator, in an
article he wrote for the Tax
Foundation:
"-VAT treats the production
of land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship equally.
"-The base of VAT is as
broad as the Gross National
Product and therefore verystable.
"-Payments of VAT are
made after income from transactions has been received.
"-Under VAT,all businesses
are treated the same, no matter how organized, financed or
type of economic activity."
In Lindholin's view, the federal corporate profits tax discourages efficiency and encourages monopolies and wasteful
expenditures. VAT, he argued,
would permit a reduction of tax
rates and administrative problems.
Some critics won't agree with
such an assessment. Rather
than reducing administrative
problems, they say, it would
add to them. But one thing is
certain, a value added tax
would bring more objective
standards to a game that is
now replete with special interest exceptions.
COL NTERING TREND
KANSAS CITY.Mo.(AP) Running counter to down trends
in some - dermminations. the
Church of the Nazarenexeports
its membership rose 14.373 in
1971 to a total of 505.310. and its
total contributions reached a
reenrd or$95.8 million, a gain Of
38 rniIlin or 9 per cent over
19707

By United Press International
Today is Saturday, Jan. 15,
the 15th day of 197t The moon is close to full.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Capricorn.
French dramatist Moliere
was born Jan. 15, 1622.
On this day in history:
In 1831 the first practical
- tniotive built in America
made its maiden run over the
Charleston & Hamburg railroad
in South Carolina.
In 1922 the Irish Free State
was born.
In 1965 British Prime Minis:ter Winston Churchill went into
g'Coma from which he never
recovered. He died Jan. 23.
In 1968 nearly, 300 persons
died hi-earthquakes in western

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)---The first bills reported out of
House committees for the 1972
session would help police
judges in third class cities and

SATURDAY-JANUARY 8, 1972

Dr. Hal E. Houston,age`40,died last night at 9:15 at the Barnes
Hospital, St'. Louis, Ale., from burns suffered in the fire that
destroyed holm on January 2and took the life tifhis wife.
eeditorirositCpL.AlfredlLMnrdock in
A.letteL
Germany, is published today. Ile thanked the people of Lynn
(hove for the package-from 9thisfriends at Lomftrov'
public service project for themen in service was sponsored the
Lynn Grove FFA chapter„
,
I. H.C.Chiles of Murray was selected as speaker for the fifth
annual Kentucky Baptist Evangelistic conference at the chapel
exercises at the Walnut Street Baptist Church, lAiuisville, pn
January 16.
Prof. Bob Lee Mowery, new librarian head at Murray State
• College. was guest sneaker at the meeting of the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the DAR held at the home -MsTheker
with Mrs. Ledt Grogan as hostess. Miss Beatrice Frye introduced •
the speaker.

Almanac
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Southern States Industrial Council

enton Bank
Itrvolied n
Incorrect Figures
Marina-Sttit- Used For Remapping

1CA

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-A
THE CULTURE BOONDOGGLE
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)WASHINGTON-Cultural institutions throughout the country 83,580 suit against State Sen. Kentucky legislators are using
-Robot
Flynn,
&Lexington,
by
an_ faml*thW•mftly serious financial problem, In -the
,
el - Boone-teied or
wealthy patrons either provided all the money n
ure
that
could
jepordize
reapChicken
Corp.
was
setFriel
supplemented budgets to a considerable degree. The patron class
portionment legislation in the
$2,500
in
Federal
Banktled
for
is diminishing, however, while operating costs are soaring.
event of a federal court suit,
Museums and art galleries find it necessary to pay high salaries ruptcy Court here Thursday.
The
suit
originally
was
filed according to an official of the
in order to attract competent staff. Municipal authorities aid
on
a
loan
granted
Flynn
by U.S. Census Bureau,.
many institutions, but cities and comities are confronted with
The buret* official said the
Great
Southern,
Inc._
Daniel
wanes demands. There are limits on what local stgenclei; CanResearch ConuhiiLegislative
Boone's parent firm, i21% OCTOdo:
skin, which Is draftingreappor„1961/*
In these circumstances, many cultural Institutions look to
tionment legislation, is using an
Failure of a witness
a?” 'outdated figure.
Washington to solve their problems. A better approach would be
pay-as-yoo-go plans. A number of galleries and museums in New Rear forced cancellation -of a
He said the LRC is using the
--an---atemPt
--Yorkeitz-firkago and elsewhere arecharging admission-feeeit---v-walm--ms----Qa
Bureau,figme-Of
trustee
in
bankruptcy
William
-le-a sound idea.
126,756, but that in, 1971 .11*
Recently, I asked a Southern States Industrial Council Howard to assert a claini,Tor buena iesued a revised figure •
the coMpany.in* one-quarter
-1 inVolvement in the arts. He
;researcher to inquire into federa
placing Kentucky's population.
advised me that Shirley Scheibla, a ivriter for Barron's Financial interest in - 11-Kentuclty Dien at 3,219,311.
Village boat-dock lease. The
Weekly, thoroughly explored the subject in the Dec.6 issue of the
"We usually advise legislalease is owned by Flynn's
magazine.In this space today, I present a summary-analysis of
tors who contact us," the offiA TRUE1LIFE ADVENTURE
brother,
James
Flynn,
a
LexMiss Scheibla's report on how the federal government is
cial
said,
"that
they
probably
THE ENTIRE FAMILY!
FOR
ington insurance man.
dispensing ever larger sums for the encouragement of "culture."
are safer using the latest availFormer
Daniel
Boone
and
The report follows:
STARTS TOMORROW
Great Southern president, able census figure when they
"The federal government's National Foundation for the Arts
take
up
reapportionment."
Under 12
Adults 3 DAYS ONLY
Daniel Stafford,testified earlier
and HumanitiesANFAH has in two years tripled its dispensation
Southern,
whose
Great
that
.75
of federal funds to a rate of $61.2 Million a year.
$1•75
(iI33130'assets have been joined with
"It is, of course,an historical truism to say that art and artists
bankrupt Daniel
those of
have been receiving government subsidies and patronage in
Eloo-ne's, put up the 145,000 that
almost every civilized society for centuries, and few would
allowed Flynn to buy a halfchallenge the simple concept of permitting the government to
May
interest in the lease in
Prop Into 753 3314
assist in the growth and peeservation of our culture. But the
1969.
record of NFAH indicates that without careful scrutiny govern1 11
I 1•1 f
According to Stafford, Great
ment benefactors will patronize projects that the proverbial
Southern
obtained
half
of
reasonable man would be hard put to consider culture or, in some
T KBASKIN
Chicago (NFS)
Age has
Cases,even civilized." According to Miss Scheibla, NFAH grants Flynn's portion of the lease in
A HOCbelt Itess-Peier Hymns Produchon
return for supplying the cash.
little to do with style and color
have gone to:
DICE BERGEN • PETER BOYLE•MARCIA RODC
Flynn bought out Great preferences these days.
" studies on the biological rhythms of the catfish, ecology of
A good example comes
-.JAMES CAAN
HY.M.-0..ftd by ,41;b40
gazelles in Israel, oral folk poems of Vietnam, Africans in the Southern's interest with a pay- from the B. Brody Seating
ment of $10,000 in cash and sev- Company-, Chicago, Which has
Roman Empire, relations of fishing boat crew members and how
they relate to conflict groups in Yugoslavia, group encounter en non-interest-bearing notes brought out a line Of budge t(sensitivity training) techniques as a means of determining user for $5,000 each in November, priced bentwood dining fullhitu re
needs for low-income housing, and economic and cultural ef- 1969.
"WE THOUGHT that the
Last
September
Flynn
borfectiveness of government arts programs during the New Deal."
Prog Info. 753-3694
bright colors, including vivid
"Lest the NFAH be accused of lack of relevance other projects rowed from the Bank of Benton red, pineapple yellow, avocado
include a study comparing the youth subcultures of Europe and to buy out his partner in 'Ken- green, and bisque, would ap,
tucky Dam Marina Inc., and peal. mostly to ,the under-30
America, and plans for developing an 'eco-community.' One is
pledged 225 shares of common market," the company reliterature,
the
work
of
Review's
favorite
reminded of National
of the outstanding ported. Black and dark paturil
stock-all
one-word poem "light," which won for its creator a 8750 governstock-to the bank as security on wood finish are also offered.
ment grant.
But the company has dis"In all too many cases NFAH exercises almost no restraint a note of 3140,000.
covered that the sets appeal
Referee
in
bankruptcy
Joe
just as well to older customers,
over the recipients of its generosity. Nancy'Hanks, head of an
NFAH subsidiary, testified to Congress on one occasion that ir Lee has ordered the Bank of including many -retirees with
tight
subsidized play which encouraged children in the' audience to Benton to show cause why the limited - living space and
_
shout obscenities from their seats was "improvisational asignment of the stock should -budgets.
"All ohwhich goes to show
not be rescinded in light of the
theater," and therefore not subject to prior approval."
that practical ding furniture
These developments suggest that the federal government is ill- Flynn debt affecting a one: offers something for everyequipped to play the role of constructive patron that monarchies quarter interest in the boat- body, from the standpoint of
lock lease.
design as well is cost," Brody
played- in centuries past. The bureaucratic establishments of
Although Stafford is under a concluded.
modern times lack the taste and civilized understanding of kings
and princes in the Renaissance and later. The danger in our time continuing subpoena and reis that government funds for the arts will go to cultural boon- quired to appear at all the
ONE HOUR SERVICE
bankruptcy hearings, the court
doggles.
took
no action against his failMoreover, it should be clear that if. a people truly desires a
great art or has the capacity to create such art, the art will be Lire to appear Thursday.
The court's next meeting is
created. No vast bureaucratic apparatus will be needed to act as a
nursemaid for poets, playwrights or painters. Thus the Congress Feb. 28.
Would do well to curb the growth of federal spending for the arts.
* Good Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday, Jr. 17, 18, 19
Pi AN DEFEATED

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING
vow

Isn't It The Truth!

FIALSTEAD, England (UPI)
For years Ted and Jean
by Carl Riblet Jr.
South hunted for a Victorian
Our government never willingly gives up anything Four-poster bed, their ideal way
it has wheedled, conned, stolen or slugged from the fur a perfect-night4H‘lesprpeople---like heavier taxes, bigger budgets, more LAST WEEK Ted bought one,
only to find it would not fit in
administrators and pollution.
their 17th Century cottage.is
11
points
of
the
law."
"Possession
[-hey were forced to sell it, but
—Colley Cibber, 1697
before they did both took a
in it in the back yard.
_At, was just wonderful. They
,lon't make beds like that any
more,'_' Mrs.Smith said.
God...writ-11ot suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able.I Cosinthians 10:13.
"Yield not to temilation, for yielding is sin:Eachvictory will help you some other to win.".
•4
•

OFFER

DRESSES

We have shirt laundry Services here'
ne No1111

1111111TIfill1115•
Till MOST IN DeY Ct f

- Dave McNally of the Bal-timdre Orioles won 13 stratght
games last season

(Singles '1.00)

if.3

M4RTINIZING

ONE HOUR SERVICE
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Miss Rebecca Boyer Becomes Bride Of
Donald P. William In Church Ceremony

Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt"
opened her home on Tuesday,
January 11, at . seven-thirty
o'clock in the eveningifor the
first meeting of the new year of
the Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Signui_Phi.
The president,'Mrs. Willard
Ails,called the meeting to order
with the repeating ,of the
Tening ritual by the member*,
The meeting was then turned.
over to Mrs. Nesbitt and Mrs.
Jimmy Nix for the program of
the evening.
The- programs entitled,
"Pleasures of Possessions" and
"Connoisseurs" were emphasized with a discussion of
culture including art, music,
and literature. A test was made
,of the member's.knowledge of
these areas of culture with the
showing of slides of famous
artwork, listening to classical.
music, and the reading of excerpts from well-known
iitersty 'Pat_ Tor
tification.
Thr regular businese session
followed with the giving of officers' and committee reports.
The next meeting, January
25, will be in the home of Mrs.
Jerry Duncan, Mrs. Robert
Hopkins will serve as hostess,
and lire. Larry Overbey and
Mrs. Wallace Parkin will have
the-program,Miss Beverly Herndon
WWyed the air& craVlEr
Thruston • B. Morton,. former
United States Senator, recently
presented to the Gamma
Gamma chapter for their
participation in the 1971
Murray-Callowey County Heart
Fund Campaign. Work is being
planned by the group for the
1972 campaign.
The new service projects for
the next -few months were
discussed and planned.
Upon completion of the
business session, the members
stood and repeated the dosing
ritual and joined hands while
repeating the Mizpah.
Refreshments were enjoyed
during the meeting furnished
and served by Mrs. Nesbitt and
• •
Mrs. Nix.
Tlytai le-attittlantra we
parJobenT
Mesdames W:3111
Larry
B4thinrion, Jerry
,',1that Paul
Cain, Jerry
Nesbitt, Jimmy Nix Bill
Overbey, Larry Overbei, Gary
Edward
S Smothermon,
Thomas, Kenny Thomas, Terry
Turner, Dan Wall, and Misses
Frances Armstrong, Rita
Farris, and Beverly Herndon.
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Include_ hometown
pastor for wedding

Ot•

By Abigail Van Buren

•
.04

DEAR ABBY: A n-year-old college senior wrote she
and her fiance hat-become fond of a minister they had
come to know in their college town. They wanted him to
preside at their marriage in the girl's home-town church
after graduation. They rejected the idea of baying more
than one clergyman;say* it would be too much like a
?WOKS et the Marra/ Week ut Dimes Badmen and indastry committee.on pillaWalit a
meeting heldittheliuse el Rath Futrell,cadmirman,whore plane were finaliaed for the amp*.
"circus." Your *nice was asked.
plans. Those present wereflumnise Doyle...Mimi Janie*,Rath Futrell, Jackie Underwood, Priscilla
You replied: "Crernrnen have shared ceremonies for
Selianbacher,Pat George, Betty Hamilton,Carolyn Bradshaw,Rose Mary[km,and Betty Ilsooell,
any number of occasions, and have done so with dignity and
—NMOrancy HaveretoikPbyllie Miller,
—beclodeltariara
'c.ati menthera
taste. But it's your wedding, and you should have the Het
Janet Relciunuth, Brenda Ross,Many Lyon,and Pat Mayfield. Committee members will be caBbg
to do it your way."
It appears you are telling her to ignore the home-town
on local businessmen the week of Jannory 17.
pasta, end have_suithhar...inalk.sosoe:into-tits-eisereks-te
S
perform the service. Abby, this is not done. It is the etiquet of all churches to respect the resident pastor, and to
at least offer him a small part of the service. Otherwise a
U Anarchy would reign.
By C y Brownstone
Associated Press Food Editor
If that is what you meant, then I think your answer is
Cream cheese first started
•,•;',•;•".!"..•
wrong.
being used as an ingredient in
W. R. BOLT: MINISTER
cake more than a dozen years
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
•.1M-1,
ago, according to our reTRENTON, NEB. ,
collection, when such a cake
won a large money prize in a
Ntrf.
DEAR REVEREND BOLT: You are right. I stand corbake-oil contest.
rected. I should have added,"It you want to be married is
Now an ingenious cook ha
yowl- hometown assay*, you should do the resident minister
tho-osairtory-of-aakbag bins to-partiaipaie to-ibe-servieeT-If---- Ditrontf.i .^0444MIX-05€0411(*slietcak
ithat's absolutely delicious.
'a
tbds Is not acceptable I. you, have your college town
'
It's baked in a bundt pan that
ter perform the service, wherever he can gracefully
of
walnuts
pancoat
a
butter,
has
per.fom
t 4
It."
--and--sugar so- the cake-doesn't
need frosting. Walnuts also give
DEAR ABBY: I am a 26-year-old woman, stand 5 feet 6
delectable flavor to the cake
inches tall, weigh 122 pounds, and I have a 32-inch bust.
.01‘
itSelf. When tried in our kitchI read an ad in a magazine that said, "INCREASE
we
en,
this
stayed
found
cake
YOUR BUSTLINE 4 INCHES IN ONLY EIGHT WEEKS!"
•
beautifully moist.
It is supposed to be acme with a special cream,massage,
WALNUT
and exercise. That is all. They request 810 in cash or money
CREAM CHEESE CAKE
order. What have I got to lose7 •
1 1/2 cups walnuts '
FLAT IN FLATBUSH
.2 tablespoons butter for pancoat
2 tablespoons sugar for pancoat
DEAR FLAT: Ten dollars. And maybe more, if the
cream contains sessetabtg harmful. Don't use anything au
your body without your tisetor's approval.
The only way you can add 4 inches to your bustline
[apart from silicone implants] is to buy a padded bra. Size

lesorA

Walnut Cream Cheese Cake

Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. Williams

The mar-riage- of -Miss decorated with whiteRebecca Boyer,daughter of Mr. orange streamers.
and Mrs. Leonard D. Boyer of
The bride's table held the
Potosi, Missouri, to Donald F. four layer two tiered white
Williams, ion 'of Mr. and Mrs. wedding cake with small blue
Homer Fred Williams of flowers. Miss Charlotte Gatton
Murray Route Two, was kept the guest register.
solemnized ins winter wedding • The newly married couple left
at the St. James Catholic later for a wedding trip through
Church, Potosi, Missouri.
southern Missouri, western
Rev. Brunnert perfOrmed the, 'Kentucky, and Barkley Lodge.
ring They are now at home on Almo
impressive double
ceremony before the altar Route One.
decorated with arrangements of
Mrs. Williams received her
white gladioli and yellow M. A. in education from Murray.
mums. The music included State University in 1971 find is
DEAR ABBY: My son, Bernie, lived at home until he
"When God Gave Me You" "On presently teaching the second'
This Day Oh Beautiful Mother", grade at Ahno Elementary 'married Adene a few months ago. Bernie is a wonderful
The Murray Firetts recently
Loglireth's Bridal Chorus for School. Mr. Williams was boy, but why be Waited until be was 30 years old to marry a
never know.
Wha can't -do a tg
entertained with a party for
he- preeessional, and -Men- gra-duet-id--[roan iTCálloway -11-year-old
WALNUT CREAM CHEESE CAE — It's baked in a bundt pan
She's no 000kr, no -housekeeper, and she sure -ea:et-iron.
approximately two hundred
Cleitnablesiredding March for County High School, in 1965. He
that has a pancoat of,butter, walnuts and sugar.
Arlene
I
shirts
ironed,
the
Every
;I
time I see Bernie in one
underprivileged children of
tha rentissionaL
is now engaged in farming and
ones
areal
white
The
swiss.
saw
a
never
I
such
die.
Could
with
at
County
employed
currently
Murrayandealloway
.
also
Hrke's Drees..
1 cup butter
even white, and the collars have pleats in them.
the Murray Fire Department. 2 packages each 3 ounces) cream cheese and.lemon rind;
The bride, escorted to the Roberts' Oil Company.
I
Arlene
do
tell
would
to
glad
gradually beat in 1 1/2 cups
be
told
I
would
I
Bernie
Gifts of fruit, popcorn, and
altar by her father, was loVely,
Out of town guests for the
cream cheese
sugar Beat in eggs,.1 at a time,
toys were presented to each
in her floor length gown of' wedding were the groom's his shirts for her, but he said, "No, Mom, let her alone. She
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
until thoroughly blended - bat1 1/2 cups sugar
child. Milk and cookies were
candlelight satin fashioned with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Is trying."
ter may look slightly curdled.
is
important.
appearance
his
and
salesman
a
is
Bernie
4 eggs
served to the children.
bell sleeves trimmed with gold Fred Williams, the groom's
Resift flour with baking pow2 cups sifted cake flour
Firetts present for the party
braid. The same trim was used grandmother, Mrs. Nellis Should I ask Arlene myself? I think she would be glad to
der and salt; gradually blend
iron.
can't
she
knows
She
iron
shirts
me
let
Bernie's
2
powder
baking
teaspoons
were Linda, Prescott, Brenda
on the neck of the dress and the Williams, and Mr. and Mrs.
MO creamed Mixture. Stir in
MOM
1/2 teaspoon salt
Newberry, Lillie Boren, and
train was attached at the em- Purdom Lovett, all of MurraY;
remaining medium-fine cup
1/3
the
of
Chop
walnuts
chopped walnuts. Turn into preCharlotte Allbritten. They
pire waist line. Her veil of Miss Yvonne Shriver of
DEAR MOM: No. Leave her Mese, Mom. She's trying.
very fine for pancoat and chop
expressed their appreciation to
bridal candlelight netting, Covington; Miss Charlotte ii time, If the opportunity arises, offer to teach her.
remainder,medium fine for bat- pared panail the merchants who donated
trimmed in floret lace, was Gallon oLBremen; Terry Yates
• Bake in a preheated 300-deter.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEBRUARY BRIDE": A good
' items for the project.
attached to a Spanish comb of Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Butter a 2-quart bundt pan gree oven until a cake tester
cona
of
remelt
the
It's
haek.
of
matter
a
Isn't
marriage
belonging to the bride's grand- Leonard C. Boyer of Pacific,
heavily. using 2 tablespoons inserted in center comes' out
mother. She carried a bridal Missouri; Mrs. Vincent Orf and scious'and consdant effort. R's giving and forgiving. Kno44butter. Sprinkle with the 1/3 clean - 1 hour and 20 to 30
fag when to talk and when to keep gimlet. All marriages are
spray of white and yellow daughter, St. Louis, Mo.
cup very finely chopped wal- minutes Let cake stand in pan
beautiful. It's the living together afterwards that's difficult.
nuts, then with 2 tablespoons placed on a wire rack for 10
Remember tne get-well
carnations.
minutes, then turn out on wire
sugar.
Mrs. Shirley Nicholson, sister
benefits from Mother's milk
to cool.
rack
1
butter
Cream
cup
with
of
matron
the
of the bride, was
toast?
Murray Assembly No 19
PARRISH BOY '
honor. She wore a floor length
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Mr. and Mrs. James Parrish
Try the dish if there's- a
orange double knit dress
will meet at the Masonic Hall at of New Concord are the parents
Sunday,
16
January
sick one in your family.
waist
the home of Mrs. Bun Swann,
fashioned with an empire
i'he
Murray
Woman's 1322 Poplar Street, at two p.m. seven p.m. New officers will be of a baby boy, James Patrick,
Once on the road to recovand bell sleeves. Yellow carinstalled.
weighing eight pounds, born on
Bowling
Association will meet
used for her
nations were
ery, the appetite often needs
Wednesday, January 12, at
2:30
at
at
p.m.
Corvette
Lanes:.
bouquet.
The Coldwatei Homemakers
some coaxing to get it going
1205 Chestnut Street
eight p.m. at the Murrayof
brother
Williams,
Harold
trom
Aside
Club
again.
will
meet
with Mrs. Noble
full-speed
the
of
Hospital.
Men
County
Methodist
Calloway
The
-.Wednesday, January 19
the groom, served as best man.
the nostalgia bit, milk toast
Grandparents are Mr. and
Kirksey United Methodist Fuqua at one p.m.
The Nature's Palette Garden
Boyer
Gerald
were
ushers
The
supplies
is easily digestible,
Church will have its breakfast
Club will meet in the Com- Mrs. Noel Parrish of New
both
Boyer,
C.
Leonard
and
for your Drug, Prescription
The WSCS of the Martin's munity Room of the Murray Concord and Mr. and Mrs.
good protein nourishment,
and program' at the church at
brothers of the bride.
seven a.m. with Howard Chapel United Methodist' Federal
and Sundry Needs
and is palatable.
Savings Granville Montgomery of Lynn
and
Mrs. Boyer, mother of the
of Church will meet at the home of Association,'7th and Main, at Grove. Great grandparents are
Crittenden, principal
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
12:00
the
for
Open
wear
to
chose
bride,
Ridings at seven 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. E.S. Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Todd of
For each serving, cut
double knit Calloway County High School, Mrs. Mary
yellow
a
wedding
Kirksey.
as speaker.
p.m.'
crust from two slices of
Ferguson as hostess.
dress while Mrs. Williams,
white bread. toast ihe
mother of .the groom, was at17
January
Monday,
The WSCS- of the Good
then lightly butter them. Put
tired in a tan dress with matThe Republican Women's Shepherd United Methodist
pour
bowl,
into, rimmed
ching coat. Mrs. Nellie Williams Club will meet in the comChurch will meet-at the church
warmed milk over the toast
of Murray, paternal grand- munity room of the. Murray
_
two p.m.
at
sugar.
with
sprinkle
and
mother of the groom, wore a Branch of the Hopkinsville
blue knit dress.
Federal and Savings Loan
Circle I of the WSCS of the
If there's no one on the
• Association, 7th and Main
Dinner Reception
United Methodist Church
First
fills
also
toast
milk
list,
sick
After the ceremony at eleven- Streets, at 7:30 p.m. All inat the social hall at
meet
will
the bill for morning breakthirty o'clock in the morning a terested personal are invited.
p.m. with Mrs. Aubcey
two
supper.
night
St.
at
held
was
dinner reception
st or Sunday
Farmer and Mrs. Carl Rowland
James' School hall which was
The Penny Homemakers Club as hostesses.
at
Inn
Holiday
the
at
will meet
ten a.m. with Mrs. , Thomas
James as hostess.
The Music Department of the
The Murray Chapter of the Murray Woman's Club will
Secretaries meet at 7:30 p.m at the club
National
Association will have a lun- house. Hostesses will be
cheon and business meeting at Mesdames James Kline, MG,
the Southside Restaurant at Carman, Joe Dick, Don
Robinson, Morgan Sisk, and
twelve noon.
Josiah Darnall. .
The WSCS of the Russell's
--Chapel United Methodist
The Music Chorus of the
Church will meet at the home of Murray Woman's Club will
Mrs. Mellie Hopson at one p.m. have a rehearsal at 6 30 p.m. at
The Wranglers 4-H Club will the club house prior to the
sponsor ,a skating phrty from meeting of the Music Departseven to nine p.m. at the Benton ment.,
•No Exchanges •No Refunds .All Sales Final
Skateland. A fee of one dollar
The Baptist Women of the
per skater will be chargedlp
cover the cost the building. First Baptist Church w111 tneet
All interested persons are in- at the church at 'nine a m
vited.
The Dorothy Group of the
.
baptist Women of the ,Fife
Tuesday; January U
MURRAY, KY.
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT
MARE
IDE if
WEST
The Faith Doran Circle of the 13aptiitsChurch will meet at the
at
ten
Brown
Neil
Mrs.
her0e.of
'Hwy. 68 & 80 at Aurora, Kentucky
WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church will meet at am.

-
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Murray Firetts Are
Hostesses At Party
For 200 Children

_
Milk Toast
Is Old Standby

rETIRTHSJ

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Adams Original

19

And Will

331111I3S NOON 3N0

e!

One Nickel
SHOE SALE

WE HAVE FINISHED OUR
REMODELING

RE-OPEN

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Shoes on racks for easy shopping

Starting Saturday, Jan. 15th

Open: 7 Days a Week
6 A.M. to 8 P.M.
All Our Old and New Friends
Are Welcome

BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR PRICE.
GET ANOTHER PAIR FOR ONLY 5'

ADAMS SHOE STORE

a

Holiday Restaurant

A
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Duck Season
Ends Sunday,
January 16
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Lan
To '

Al's Tips

Mallards, blacks and other
wild ducks passing through or
-wintering in Kentucky can rest
easy after January 16 for that
marks the end of the
State's 1771:72—Mick hunting season.

By BR
Associated I

1. To protect your shooting
hand in cold weather, wear a
golf glove. It's soft and .thin for
good "feel of trigger and safety
,and tough enough to turibriart.
Blood

NEW ORI
key to Supt
Coach Tom
Paul War
matchup.
But the 1(
caulci-eaaily
a fobt—one
Mike Clark

.-1"-Cbe
stains esTh

And-tn-.-thetalati
—reniried. with peroxid

Wildlife ManadeMent
refuge and controlled waterfowl
in far west
hunting area
Kentucky owned and operated
by the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Saturday,January 15 will be the final day
of duck hunting since the area is
closed on Sundays.
The goose season, however,
will continue across the state
through January 23 and through
January 22 on the Ballard area
(again because of the closed-onSunday rule).
Fish and Wildlife Corn-

bbint'th"Pcle
After it- finesrinse with clear.

3. NEVER rub or massage
frostbitten skin. Cover the area
with something warm. Let the
car heater blow on the frosted
skin. Drinking hot liquids can
_he_ ho• •
-0
4. It's wise to carry -jib:iv
in your car when you drive ,
backroads winteE.But yoii"
forget, and get stuck in deep
snow, you can dig it away by
using the base plate-of the jack
as a scoop. If you have to chop ...
away ice, use the tuindle of the

Uhp
II

IN- k-ENTLI

. MARY

..M0DERN tiwiTER8BRAvE WINTER'S COLD

•
otter
said jack.
lide-sesserile-hant-sein-be6-7---rwear a thin cotton gini,e •
_
iln
ed-Istr 113 $i
your
hand when you dress. dayidayaf-rain andow and Ice a
?TAM _weather Aldt-l'hw non-slip 'grip-makes
itind-yotrelltiraurttrib-lqiiIiig, then -go right

condition§ Which prevailed the chore much easier and
during December and January. quicker.
6. To keep glasses from sliding,
cut bands L8 inch wide from thin
An adult gray squirrel weighs latex tubing and force then into
aPout 1 pcaltakeinik requires the hinges. The bows will press
about two !Sounds of food a week. gently inward.
,

Permanent tree stands such as this are an eyesore to the natural beauty of the forest and damage a valuable resource.
Staff Photo By *ferry Alien

_

---Permanent Deer
Stand Old Fashioned
By Jerry Alien
Every hunter likes to enter the woods and be able to feel next to
nature, to be able to see the beauty of the forest, rocks, flowers,
trees and the wildlife. But our forest have been cluttered up to the
point that it has lost part of its original beauty. A good example Ls
the deer stand situation at Land Between The Lakes. Just look
while driving down the Trace, you'll see only a fraction of what
we are doing to our natural heritage. Something had tube done
before it was too late.
A meeting took place Dec. 18, at Center Station in TV'A's Land
Between The Lakes with representation from sportsmen's clubs
from all over the state attending. Along with sportsmen were
several nationally known personalities from the out-of-doors field.
Mr. Bob Howes. director of L.B.L. welcomed the sportsmen
Usbroughtthe meeting to order by reviewing the, aesthetic and
recreation valnei-of
Paul Shim, supervisor at Wildlife
management, then reported _several interesting facts about the
deer hunts. this year And years past. With the conclusion of. Mr.
Sturm's informative talk, Bob Smith, biologist at L.B.L.
presented a slide program on deer management.
Dr. Ray Nall, staff biologist,then gave the sportsmen In Idea of
how age is determined of each deer brought through the hunter
check station at L.B.L. He also pointed out that several studies
were now- being conducted on both the white tail and the fallow
deer in L.B.L.
Dr. Nall stated that 135 deer had been harvested by bow, and 501
by gun(in the Kentucky portion) including 438 white tail and 62
fallow with the biggest being the 24 point 196 pound white tail buck
taken by BollColson of Murray during the 1971fallseason. _
Paul Sturm then took the floor to discuss the growing problem
of permanent tree stands erected in L.B.L. He pointed otit that
7500 permits were issued for the deer season this year and he
pointed out that if everyone built a stand year after year soon very
few trees would be free of debris.
Mr. Sturm explained the new policy that no more permanent
stands were to be built in Land Between The Lakes. Hunters may
use old stands, constructed prior to this year, during the '72
season but as of January 1972 all use of permanent stands will be
prohibited.
Every sportsmen at the meeting seemed to be in agreement
with the ruling on stands and most offered to help implement the
new program.
Mr. W.L. Wadsworth, chairman of' the Conservation and Bow
Hunters Committee of the National Field Archers Association,
then took the flocfr to explain that portable stand were much
more practical and easier to use. He also stated that in some
areas permanent stands were done away with years ago and that
they were becoming an increasing problem in many areas of the
country. He gave the hunters several good ideas on how to make
portable stands that can be better than those on the market.
In conclusion several of the sportsmen attending the meeting
presented their opinions on the ruling. Every sportsman and
outdoorsman alike agreed that L.B.L. would be a more beautiful
place if we,could help to keep the woods free of any type of debris
whatever it may be.

HUTSON

IL

I have a 10-year -old son, so I
knew the question might come
up some day. It did...this year.
"Dad, when am I going to be
permitted to have a gun?"
It was nearly 30 years ago
that I'd asked my own father
the same question. Fortunately,
the decision was a relatively
easy one for him. At that time
we lived in Tucson, then a town

of 30,000-only one-ten_dt_its
present population. Dad taught
at the itate university, wrote for
an outdoor-magazine, and
also an incurable gun buff.Re
had no trouble taking two -pg
three hours off from his jobs
several times a month for
target practice or to hunt
jackrabbits and coyotes, which
were plentiful In the nearby

-,delert. And from the time I was
''knee-high to an antelope
"I was allowed to tag
him. There were
fewer people around then. And
thus there were fewer hunters.
By—and- large, those who
hunted then did so because the
hunting area seldom was more
than a few miles from home.
The kids hunted primarily
because their fathers did, and
hunting was considered by
almost everyone to be a manly
sport. There weren't so many
game law,s in those days, either,
and the science of game
management was still in its
infancy.
But times change. The Tucson
I knew as a child has disappeared.
residential
The
sublrbs, supermarkeTST
hamburger stands, bowling
alleys, and industrial parks of
the new Tucson sprawl far out
into the desert. Houses costing
8100,000 and more cling to the

Any
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Time

753-1933

rblizer

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

STANDARD
OIL

IIIHNIP""j

t
Call

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

is Your

04,,,y/t7,04
This land is YOUR LAND
n-eP
- IT CAN.1

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 46.52

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Conservation

ahead and be very wenn and comfortable. But this was not always possibleN Time was that
with bad weather wildlife had the day„off since the
hunter would not venture out.
It's not that hunters are tougher today than they
were in the past but that the clothing manufacturers
have produced garmenta_ncem that WM_ repel eves
the bitterest cold-onrthe most disagreeable-thy;- --One would think that an amount of clothing
necessary to keep a person 'warm on a frigid day
wuidd alscipriiiiiit an action problem for The hunter
and
the necessary footwear _would tire out a

By Brad O'Connor
The manufacturers have taken care- of this, too.
rocky foothills of the Santa a hunting license. John and all rtfle at something that he
Thermal underwear, covered by lightweight but
doesn't intend to shoot
Catalina Mountains on ground youngsters up to age 18 must
water repellent shirts and trousers, plus the-usuaLover which I crambled nearly complete a firearms safety
f) The state game and gun
lined hunting coat or vest is about all a hunter Would
course.
This
course
is
an
official
laws
three decades ago looking for
need on a very bitter day. And these things would.
g) Common courtesy in the
bighorn sheep. And for this function of the State Game
Commission
not
be-in the least cumbersome because of their trim
in
41
states
and
is
not
field,
littering
such
and.
as
logistics
reason, the
of planning
cuts, snug fits-and light weight-. a hunt today in the Tucson area- required by law in 16 of those, seeking an owner's permission
as well as in Seattle where we including Washington. It is also to hunt on his land.
A cap or hat that weighted down the head of the
If this seems like a pretty big
live now and many other areas- mandatory in the other nine
hunter in the old days is replaced today by a light - states
(
where
it
is
taught
by
to
you for a lad John's
order
can be enough to stagger the
mind of the most seasoned volunteer instructors who have age, you're quite correct, but affair that is a guard against the cold and yet is easy
military commander. And been certified by the National the litithary airn, after all, is to for the hunter to get along with.
"sighting tn.* a rifle -near -a- ni/lp Amanciatinfq,as wellas in make him a safe hunter. The,-----Fonnetly-the-hunter WIN required-to-Wear-heavy-metropolitan area also can six Canadian province - State coordinator always tells boots or shoes and overshoes that were a-burden to
_require lengthy waits at British Columbia, Alberta, the fathers of youngsters who move., ..This--was--necesaary-if -the fee were-kept
RoMrfactorily—compieled-shooting ranges, especially an
•
•- • hunting season approaches. Ontario,and Nova Scotia. While the course, "It's yper iepon- , warm and .cfrY.
'Good outdoor manners ( of there is no restriction as to age, sibility ta see till% rap child . ...,Blit-...taday.lightxvitight insulated -fsetweari use
into practice what he _ over ccdd ..resiatant, sheer socks means easy _
-which safety js part) are im- applicants must be deemed
perative because of the great capable of understanding the learns in the course- Safety maneuverability and allows the hunter to walk
competition for hunting, instruction and physically able should become a habit."
many miles without tiring.
-fishing, and recreational space. to handle a firearm properly.
So, the well-dressed hunter of today is able to take
The
should
choice
be
of
a
gun
Washington's course is free,
I bring all this up only by way of
no great problem. In my
the
icy blasts of the wind and the dampness of snow
and
similar
and
courses
it,
in
Indicating that the decision as to
opinion, unless the youngster is
and rain and go right ahead_ with the business at
whether or not to allow your other states, is patterned after
in his mid-teens, it's unwise to
youngster to have his own rifle one which was started in 1949 in
hand. At the end of the dayeli more tba/LiikelYstart
hint eat
ofwith arrfthing that-New
TolitState
by
the
these days is not as simple as it
come
in dry and warm and none the worse for a day
Rifle Association. Since then hurls more a punch than a .22
was years ago.
or
a
.41O-shotgun.
Whether
it's
5—inthe
-0Pen.
more than five million bayi So what did I tell my son John girls have._learned theIm-bolt
or lever action is largely a „But there are other thing,slolooknutfar,._
.
tvet-hi asked when he'd be portance of &earths safety metier of personal taste,
Walking Conditions for the hunter are more
able to have a gun? I said that under the NRA-inspired although I personally believe a
treacherous, so be
careful not to encounter a
I'd sleep on the matter. And I
program. Last year, more than clip-fed bolts action is safer sharp fall.
n,
tudess
the gun -has been well
did.., for two nights. Then I told
17,000 youngsters were trained than the so-called automatics. lubricated
him he could have his rifle. I
a
lightweight
oil, it may fail to
Complete
with
telescopic
sight,
here in our state of Washington.
knew just the gun. It was a
a suitable .22 rifle should cost functi
John
weeks
Several
ago,
scopesighted Winchester .22,
me hunting dogs seem not to be able to take the
received a quick rundown from somewhere between $55 and
none the worse for wear almost
choice of a .410 extreme cold
co:ordinator
state
for $90. My
the
load
and fail to perform well While others
30 years after my dad had given
firearms safety on what he, shotgun would be either single.' may relish the rough conditions.
it to me.
John, should expect when he shot or a pump. Coot of these
But a well-fed dog and one that has had conWhen I have been able to takes the course before'the fall ranges from about $60
for a
ditioning, in all probability, will perform up to par
dovetail my time off from my hunting season. Among other good singleshot to well over $200
for a balmier day.
job with my son's days off from things, he will learn about:
for an-outstanding pump type.
school, he has accompanied me
a) The parts of a gun and how Quality is usually in direct
There's a great advantage also to hunting on a
on a few hunting jaunts. As my Ito care for them
proportiln to the cost. If you
cold day. With the temperature near freezing, the
own father did for me, I've
b) the safe ways to enter a shop wisely, and if your boy
-taken-John out into the country, boat or cross a fence with a gun treats his gun with the same game killed is sure ,not to spoil and if the hunter if
taught him the rudiments of
C) His place,in the zones of loving care that I have given inclined not to dress his day's kill it'll be all right
overnightif it is left in the open.
shooting position, breath fire when hunting with others that .22 my dad gave me nearly
So hunting, by better-dressed hunters, has-become
dl The safest color (blaze 30 years ago, he can probably
control, how to squeeze a
trigger gently, and the vital orange) to wear in the field
pass it along to his own son 30 an almost everyday thing throughout the season,and
e The dangers of pointing a years from now.
imprtance of gun safety.
the participants are happy and healthier. for it.
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CHEMICAL
CO.. INC.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERTIteris OUR
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When Your Son Wants His Own Sports Rifle
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Where Have All The Movie Queens tone?
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD(AP)-- Where
__ have all the movie queens
. gene? •
That questiOn arose once
more last week with „tbe releaSe
of the 40th selection of box-office stars by the Motion Picture
Herald's poll of theater owners.
_rneeswee.thP goys who sell the
is
tickets, and they know who.
lrawing and who isn't.

Aeciirdiog to them, John
Wayne is the No. 1 attraction at
the nation's theaters. That wasno surprise. Most -observers
here opine that the indesttuctibis Duke is the ONLY star
who can attract eintorners re
gardlesrof the vehicle.
The sole female to make the
top 110 -was All MacGraw, who
r
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and none sinCe,_
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stars,in order, are: Clint Eastwood, Paul- Newman, Step
.
McQueen, George C. Scott,
Dustin Hoffman, Walter Matthau, Miss MacGraw, Sean
Connery-and Le Marvin.
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6:00 News
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4:00 Movie
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:00 Movie
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5:30 Bob Hope
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9:00 Sonny & Cher
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Female stars have topped the Dressler, Janet Gaytior:-Jean •
Harlow, Mae West, Norma
aktslist in 14 out of the
Shearer, Joan CraWfOrtl: —
Years. The winners were:
All but Miss Harlow,repeated,
Marie Dressler, 1933-4; Shir1934. That was the year Mrby Temple, 1935-8; Betty
Grable, 1943; Doris Day, 1960- ley Temple joined the list.
war years brought a de62-4; Elizabeth Taylor, 1961;
the number of female
in
cline
Andrews,
1986-7.
Julie
• -stars:- -Pinup- girls
ile temr-orlivE-Ino
queens esuil in zbeearly mos., like Betty -treble, Rita Hayworth and Esther Williams
made the list, and a few dratic stars like Bette Davis,
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Sun. Sam.
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Fam. Altair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search •
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12:00 Farm
12:05 News
12:29 Weather
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
Storm
_
103 Sac.
tea otlge-14111111-3:00 Lassie
4:011 Virginian

• -31Lor.

9:45 Devotional
10:00 Movie
11:50 Sewing
23:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 Match
100 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Gams
3:30 McHale
4:00 Box
4:00 BOZO
:00 Death Valley
5:30 Munsters
5157 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
.35 Weather
:40 News
10:00 Creat. Fear.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

7:00.Gunsmoke
8:00.Lucy
r30.Der's Day
9:0(LSonny & CM
10:00.NewS
10:30. Griffin
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Chart
fl
Vigor

Ingrid Bergman and Greer
Garson. But the matinee audience that supported the
"women's pictures" wax' •never to return.
Why this male dominance of
the movie
Id?
Women's libbers might—
way
it..1 because of the fact that
hearty all prqducers and directors and most screen writers
are men. That's only part of
the story. _
The real'basis for the'maleness of films is the nature of
the product. Instead of planning
a well-rounded program of variety films, the companies have
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aSnpaicniiesn
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-192
• 7 Garment
13 Worth
8 Weird
14 A slate fabbr.)
Caged for 15 One of $arta"s
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reindeer
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Aan'Sna e
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thtly
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a
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17
11 Moccasin
(coloc.)
20 Long egged
18 More ancient
bird
20 Easier 21 Let it stand
23 A state (abbr.) 21, Feeling
22 -Color
24, Dropsy
ot
trtitic . .
degnce
'
- 28- Res-rirn

so Paradise

- 31 Greek letter.
-32 Piece ofneedlework
34 Preposition
35 Quarrel
57 Reef estate
• map
38 Comniunist
39 Eel fisherman
41- Printer'smeasure
42 Biblical.
weed
43 Prickly plant44 Shallow
vessel
46 Mixes
48 Writing

32 Strict
Latin
.

- 33

25 dtaicse
ur-ing
osttive pole
28 ..Eiclarniallp8._
29 Verve
1

"The Owl and the Pussycat."
Unless movie trends take a
sudden change, women are
likely taeentimiwtheirveles
mere sex objects on the screen.
And the top 10 moneymaking
staas will radix le to be mostly _
males.
ECUMENICALNOTE
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP)
— An Episcopaliah college student, Earl T. Williams jr., of
North-Haven;-Ceesi.,
;--has - been
elected president of the Roman
Catholic Newman- Club- at
American bffernational College.
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Roilifisfey
Travel with friends and neighbors! Visit Athens,CorilittijiyAltebanon, Damascus,
Israel "from Din to Beersheba". Optional third
- week in Rome and Londtoo.
•
Send for Free Color Brochute

(0001,)
52 Supernatural
being
54 Man's name.
55 Obtained
56 Artist's stand
57 Condensed
moisture
DOWN
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concentrated on subjects that
are considered "sure fire."
Their interpretation of sure
• .....I.PELV.WiePee• •
The violent iilms are maleoriented. The same with sex.
omen_ play minor roles .BA
sexual diversions in such influential movies as "Midnight
Cowboy," "Easy Rider," and
"Carnal Knowledge." In all
three, the major concern was
the relationship of two men.
When a woman is featured
she often plays a prostitute.
Examples: Jane Fonda in
"Klute," Barbra Streisand in
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* NO LIMIT *
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miles East of
new 12'x60 tra
Maple furnitur
outside block la
available. Phor

TWO. BEDRO
with electric
hocated it 144
electric avoc
Phone 7534898.

SHIRTS
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REST
CATCHING
SNOWFLAKES ON
YOUR TONGUE IS
LOTS OF FUN

I HAVE TO
HANG
IRMA --- I FORGOT
ABOUT PEEWEE
OUTSIDE

overlooking
Lake is

rent°
WATCH
P
REOPENING
PHONI

THIS WEEK ONLY
HANGER or FOLDED
All work done on the premises and the
quality of our work is always guaraoteed
to your satisfaction.

LIL' ABNER

rg,
• 1 1.1U JIC,VUI
•
BET-A-MILLION 4°
BASHBY RELEASED
FROM BABBLING
BROOK SANITARIUM
The btilg.riaire sportsman has been
suffering from vi_tered re-wves
for se'vbral siears,since he made the only losoing bet of-Iiis.Carede------•
eigeonst stypiri-hill-bIlly. •

HE COULD
WIN ABET
RUM EASHEW,
NtEENBE AM
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CENTRAL
-SHOPPING
CENTER

Drive-In Window Service
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Across From Nem Murray Stadium
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FOR RENT

FOR RENT

TWO ROOMS, one with private
walki
entr.anci, • within
SPORT OF
tfistance of university. Phone 7
JUDO &
TF
pat
SELF
•
1 INTERIOR-FAMTNG. Fre
12'x44- -MOBILE HOME, 3
--_-TitiANGLE INN
at the
84
bedrooms, furnished. Couples
-Health
CrUb.
Thick
.009
estimate. Work guaranteed. Can
For Men,•vVo
en
only. Phone 753-8682 after 4:00
tires.
tractor
AND
NEW
used
apartment,
& Children 0 yrs and UP
furnish references. Phone 7
FURNISHED
hese plates are perfect Tractor flats repaired.- Speedy
J17P
p.m.
Taut.)ht by 2 broNn belts
3484.
close to campus.Phone 753Fcr nforrridnon. Call 7.674457
for siding or roofing
CO.
service. Vinson Tractor
TFC
6564. EFFICIENCY ROOM for one
1TC
Phone 753-4892.
TAX SERVJCE. Leave records barns, for placing
girl, private entrance, carpet,
for fast preparation. Government
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
641 PET SHOP. 7 miles North of trained. Reasonable rates. Phone
d boftom of
offurniture, two available. For information central hear and air. Phone 7
THREVROOMS
J17C
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies, 753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C
mobile homes to keep monthtold,take over payments. -contact Bruce Thomas at Federal 2377.
hamsters, guinea- pigs and
room and
out the wind and snow, bedroom.Phone 474-2378. J18P Savings and Loan, Main Street in
supplies. Phone 753-1862 or 753I
par jail
BARBER
S
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC furnished!•xiuse. One roomcan be
J27NC HORNBUCI&E'
9457.
Shop, 213 Spruce Street, open 9:00 and for many other
. rented Obt Phone 75.1414a;"
MEDFORD tractor, 1952 model,
a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00. uses such as
good tires, good appearance and FE
FOR RENT
;
4 el
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
"building out"
Forse ;
021
'Mee
.
or
•
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Theatre
In
Drive
• TFC
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CHRISTMAS SPECIAL; heavy El Phone:
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mington, Kentucky.
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ATE
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Light
*"""1""""" 'entrance.
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Cardinal
RAY.
HARM
103 N. 4th St.
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Miss
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Murray,
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DAY
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---and Crafts retail outlets at _ state
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J18C two bedroom house, living room, supervise 32 arts
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service areas. The native
road
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Looks and runs good. Operates
.Large kitchen, bath, utility, well
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in, state government's
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Forsee Tractor NICE 3 bedroom House,'Dining insulated, storm doors and
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Inc.,
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education
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Company has a policy to cover all HARRY'S E bE CT R IC!!! months. 753.3660 nr 753.2gig. .115 -down? As an Avon Represen- Caestnut. Three bedrooms,living "that shop down
vocational education is the one _. Council Calls for System
businessmen,
Many parents,
your personal belongings: Why Rewiring, Service Changes,
tative, you can earn the cash you room, built in kitchen, hall, built
The council is calling for a
sound path out of poverty.
vocationof
think
leaders
labor
Heat
Electric
No
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Nice furnished apartment
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a
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persons arrogant.
condition, white. Phone 753"Present government funds
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full or part time fashion show
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seat and order from our
"They feel the buttoned down courses.
J18C vacuum cleaner, 2 sPeed; coffee
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now are mostly directed to
new
Under
directors.
Phone:
"Anxious and hostile feelings
complete menu.
collar is more worthy than
short term goals or training
and end tables; high chair; shun management. Phone 753-3056 or
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more
next
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make
an
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J19C 001111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111
of. vocational education short- Of from the society that the
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time.
part
or
Pull
poor
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among the
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a would be introduced to all the unemployment
7531909.
phone41114334.
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air The Council is calling for
• vinyttoot. Anseri condition. Phone 7534E16
°ling.
vocational opportunities for ever-changing
Dishwasher, total reform of'
conditioned.
print mags, discs, gauges. 5:00pin. •
"Through their vocations," he
J1 I.
WANTED: WaMAN Fridays refrigerator, stove, garbage .education,even suggesting that career choices.
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753condition.
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id, "people derive their
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the
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only to come in and babysit for disposal.--Across from Westview the jerm be changed to "career
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deepest
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G.E.
30
range.
electric
b-q sandwich-60
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motels,
the
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provide all
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OLDSMOBILE, air connse of themselves as per$tn.
753-4953
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development of talents necessa- der the protection industries• .0 •
ditioned, good tires, newly FIVE:,PIECE contemporary FEMALE,TO live in-nurse- J15C
ry for their economic well- police and fire protection
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overhauled motor, needs tran- bedroom suite. Phone 753ages 2-15. Must be single, unat- TRAILER,10'x52', 21,2 miles west
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tached, past mid 40s and a of Murray. Phone 753-1353. J'
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12th
South
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to
Christian.Write
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2-ton spots; fluff beaten down nap with Street, Murray, Kentucky. State
1
1970 CHEVROLET V11 /
2
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By MARGUERITE .DAVIS
TWO LOTS,200'x200', located 2/
LARGE MOBILE home spaces.
shock: "Oh no, this can't and energy they represent.
pickup truck with insulated Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer 11. salary desired and referenWASHINGTON (UPI) -lbe happen to me." When they Once this stage is passed, many
miles East of Murray with like camper top. 26,000 miles..$2,000 Big K,Belaire Shopping CenFebruary 14C Water and garabge pick up
ces.
new 12'x60' trailer, has all solid will accept old pickup in ter.
furnished. *20 00 monthly. little girl with acute leukemia learn to accept their plight, Dr. pray for a cotnpromise-one
J15C
Maple furniture; also new 12'3E20' trade...436-2145.
Lakeway Mobile Home Park, trundled through her area of Ross said, they display envy, more year of life.
J15C
CARD OF THANKS
the hospital asking grownutts* jealousy and anger against
outside block building. City water
phone 753-8216 after 5:00 p.m.
When the patient stops
single question.
available. Phone 751-8832. 'l949 CHEVROLET IT'S terrifklhe way we'resellinS
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attendants,clergymen and demanding `•why me?" and
their
Blue Lustre to clean rugs and We wish to express our sincere
"What's it going to be like farinlies.
substitutes the acknowledgFLEETLINE, good condition.
TWO. BEDROOM frame_ house $110.00. Phone 753-7343 from 6:00 upholstery. Rent shampooer $1. gratitudtro each and everyone of EXTRA NICE two bedroom when I die?"
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deep
"yes,me,"
ment,
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Purgation List Morris, W. B.
Nance, William
Oliver, &lit'
-r
Muter. Minnie .. •
THE,LA*T TWO YEARS
The following Names will be Orten, James E.
purged from the registration Outland; Oran
, Mrs.
y E. C.
'and voting books unless they Parker,
appear before the Registratioh Redden, Mrs. Charles
and Purgation Board and show Robinson, Aubrey
_cause as _to why they _should_ Ios,
• remain on the Registration Russell-, Genoa
Sieg, Mary E.,
Books in named Precinct.
The board will be in session Shelton, Ginny Lou
from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Smith, Loots
from Jan. 17th te.lan. 22,1$72-in $14411.Mrs- P.W.
the Circuit Court room in the Stallins, Marshall W.
Court House Building.(Located Stalls. &tells
on the second floor of the Court Starks, James W.
House) in Murray,Ky. for the Stone, Mrs. Estelle
purpose of hearing your protest. Thomas, Irene
Phone No. 753-4324 for the Than 'shoal, Sonoma
Threet, Bill
above mentioned week only.
Threet, Mrs. Bill
Tinsley, Isaac -S.
They, Otna
Tucker, T.A.
Murray No. 1
Utley, Fleta
Schoech, Paul S. Von
Adams, Chesley D.
Wallace, Cecelia
' Allbritten, Joe H.
Wallace, Mary Anna
Barnett, Collie
Wathicr,130101111Barnett, Mrs. Collie
Wallace, Pat .
Bingham, Martha Pierce
Weeks, Jean
Bogard, Phyllis Gail
Weeks, John M.
Boggeari, HaUle
Wheatley,Delores AM.
Chambers, W.M.
Whisenhunt, Mrs. D.W.
Coleman, Flossie
Wiggins, Lalean
Collins, F.C.
Wilkinson, Ida
'Cunningham, Wildia
Wilson, Frank G.
Dugger, S.M.
Workman, Gail
Flood, Eura W.
Richard L.
Fluegge, Winnie May
(Workman,
Young, Charles FL
Fulton Bonnie
'er,-Mrs.--JusepirW:—Gardriff;75111% M. --Zier, Joseph
Giles, HarcTui- Higgins, Janice
Murray No. 3
Higgins, John T.
Archer, Patricia Sue
Holland, Mrs. Mackie
Athey, Margaret H.
Howe, Edgar L. Jr.
Barnett,
Earl
Jackson, Margaret N.
Battle, Guy A. Jr.
Jackson, Stevie
Battle, Mrs. Guy A. Jr.
Jeffrey, Diane
Billington,
Linda Carol •
Johnson, John D.
Boggess, Mlie B.
Jcirieh James B.
Bolen; Kay-Lrissiter, Cora
Bryan,
James W.
Lyons, Onie
Burnette, Cecil
Martin, Alberta
Burnette, Mrs. Cecil
McCuiston, Thomas
Burton, 0. N.
McKinney, Mrs. J.D.
Carroll; Kathleen-McNamee, William J. Carr, Franklin D.
Moody, Reita E.
Carrico, Philip
Moody, George T.
Carrico, Mrs. Philip
Outland, Joe
Carter, Christine
Perry, Charlie
Clark, Mrs. Barry
Phillips, Joe
Cohebn, Donnie
Prowitt, Mary
-Rogers, Mrs. Rob E.
Cromer, James M.
Rogers, James Percy
Cromer, Mrs. James N.
Rogers, Ronnie
Davis, John Neely
Ross, Stella MaeDavis, Jayne S.
Sims, Myrtle
Russell D.
Srnith, Mrs. Carol
Dibillo, Donna O.
Smith, Thomas
Arene S.
Thornpson,Belle
1Donelson,
Dorothy F.
Thompson, Olive
Driggers, Cora V.
Tinsley, G.R.
Driggers, E. H.
Triplett, Tinnie
Eaves, Gentry Jr.
Turner, Charles M.
Erwin, Beulah
Walker, James W.
Erwin, Mrs. Love
Wallis, Kaye
Evans. Mary Agnes
Ward, Dennis Joseph
Evans, Mason
Ward, Mavis Larue
Fike, Bobby Talinage
Watson, Frances T.
Fortune, Mrs. Jackie
Weaver, Hutson C.
Futrell, Elizabeth S.
Weaver, Mrs. Irene
Gartner, Hontus
West, Clara Alvino
Gartner, Benjamin
West, William E.
Givens', S.A.
Wilkinson, Audrey Corrie
Glover, Dan
Wilson, James F.
Grogan, Jerry
Winchester, Will T.
Hall, Lemon Mrs.
Yearry, Mable
Hargis, Joe
Harrison, Robert W.
Murray No. 2
Hard, Judyr Lee
Andrews S. H.
Holland, Mrs. R.P.
Bell, Rodney•
Hopkins, Richard A.
Bogard, Richard A.
Hooper, George A.
Bogard, Mrs. Sue
Jennings, James Foster
Bray, Mrs. Emma
Jennings, Mrs. Linda
Bumphis, Boyce
Jenkins, Larry D.
Burk, Virginia I..
Jenkins, Carolyn
Cloys, Mamie
Jetton, Buel
Cochran,. Maude
Johnson, Joy
Cohoon, Edith
Johnson, Mrs. Russell
Cole, Donald E.
Johnson, Baxter L.
Cooper, Myrtlean
Jones, Annie
Cortelyon, John B.
Jones, Billy McKenzie
Crider, Jack
Jones, Paulette
Crider, James R.
Keel, Carolyn
Crider, Mary H.
Keel, Kenneth R.
Enix, Patricia
Kelly, Daniel
Fair, Mrs. Bob
Kirk, Mildred
Fields, Joleen H.
Knight, James R.
Fisk, Samuel C.
Knight, Robert T.
Fisk, Gerald
Koenecke, Marcia Lynn
Fisk, Mrs. Gerald
Lamb, Mrs. Erma
Garrett, Andrew W.
Lockhard, Earl F.
t;eibel, Maurine
Mayfield, Alice Marie
Geibel, H. L.
--McCord,-Fred
Gregory, Clarice
McDougal, Brenda
Harris, Samuel R.
McIntosh, Larry
Herndon, Frankie
McIntosh, Mary Ann
Hodges, Allie B.
McLeod, Robert J. Jr.
Hopwood, James
McMinn, Patricia D.
Hine, EdWard'H.
Mitzger, H. F.
James, L.V.
Moore, Audrey
Johnson, Sallie
Mdore, Mrs. Rhoda
Jacob, Clarice
Moorehead, Donald
Jones, Nancy C.
Morehead, Barbara Jean
Jones, Franklin B.
Norsworth, Leta
Keller, Gary L.
Outland, PM
Kemp,,pale E.
Outland, Zora
Kemp, Mrs. Paula'
Padgett, Martha Ann
Kirkland, Ted L.
Parks, Olive
Lee, Maloy
Parmelle, Mary L.
Like. Ronnie H.
Parmelle, R.H.J.
lynch. George
Parr, Fransissha
5i4cAnally, G. C.
Patterson, Michael L
McReynold,Lois
Payne, Tommy
Mason, Frankie
Payne, Linda Kay
Mohuntiro, Buel•
Pogue, Forest
Purgation List
Calloway County NON-VOTING FOR

r

•

Pogue„ Christine
Porter, Ann T
Ray, V la
Red
John D.
114artha
Robertson, Kaye
Rosenberger, Samuel
Rosenberger-, Jeretta
Sammons, Gene Paul
Sapp, Ann
Seaford, Donna
Smith, Robert L.
Smith, Phillip R.
Sth.MePbili
,
Spencer, Dwaine
Starks, Dorothy J.
Steeley, Walter M.
Stem, Earl
Taliaferro, Rubye
Tokington, James
Tokington, Myra
Thomas, James '
Thomas, Sandy
Thompson, bladie Pauline
Trease, Lubie
Trip, Thelma
Underwood, Mrs. E. N.
Wallace, Maragaret
Wells, Carolyn
Wells, William L.
Wilcox, Henrietta
' Wilcox, Louis F.

Mtirray No. 4
-Allison,Carol C.
Alexander, Sheryl
Baker, Donald
mote, 4trieue
Bannon, Mary Or
Black, Files E.
Bogard, David E.
Brunk, Anna F.
Brink Joseph.g.
Trunk.Elva S
Byrd, Harris B.
Byrd, Doris H.
Burnley, Billy E.
Canady, Mason
Cannon, John
Cannon, Joyce •
Catalan, Carolyn F.
Claypool, Sharon Hayes
Claypool, James C.
Qines, Gailya Clines, John W.
Cole, Gene
Cole, Ann
Crass, Nancy
•
. Dnvis, Edith.
Dubia, Christian C.
Downs, Susan Louise
Dunaway, Flivaheth Ann
Edwards, J. 0.
Emerson, C.B.
Elberton, Virgil W.
-Fee, James V..
Fee, Ruth B.
Fields, Linda Felts
Fink, Rodney
Fink, Bertha
Fortune, Jackie W.
Forrest, Patsy Nade,an
Forrest, Thomas D. •
Harder, Abe
Harder, Mrs. Abe
Hawes, Margaret
Hendon, Anita
Flinch, Linda
Hines, Charles Jr.
Hines, Berhe
Hooper; James D.
Huch, Ronald K.
Hunter, Gordon E.
Hum, Eugene
Hun, Lola
Ickler, Novels
Jones, Sherry A.
Jones, Julia Lge'
Jones, Edward Paul
Long, John W.
Markovich, John P.
Markovich, Mrs. John P.
Matthai, Paul
Miller, James H.
Miller, Wayne
Miller, Patricia
Murphy, T.J.
McClure, Wanda Sue
McKeel, W.T.
McKeel,-Dorothy
McMillen, -Nola
Nixon, Miriam •
Norton, Wayne A.
Parker, Wm. A:
Parker, Winifred
Parker, Max Dale
Parker, Max W.
Parker, Vernie W.
Peer, Franklin
Pitts, Ira M.
Porter, Charles W.
Price, Mrs. Joe E. Jr.
Price, Joseph E.
Price, Mrs. Billie Fay
Ryan, Linda
Schuler, Henry C.
Schuler, Ewa E.
Sealer, Paul W.
Sedler, Kay Shelly, Lena
Sinclair, John
Smith, Juan
Stanley, Gerald R.
Steczak, John M. Jr.
Steczak, Cheryl W.
Taylor, Keith
Taylor, Mrs. Keith
Wade,Kathy Mae
Watson, Mary
Watson, Donald:
'Wheeler, Hirrietta
Wiggins, Gary
Williams, Cora A.'
Willoughby, Wallace
Willoughby, Mrs. Wallace
Wills, Ann T.
Wilson, Donna Ann
Wilson, Wilma J.
Wilson, Jack B.
•
-
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Murray No. 5
Sparks, Phillip
Sinter, Sue
Barks, Barry W.
Waldrop, Margaret L.
Bell, Ingeborg K.
Warren, Earl
Benedict, Mazy Lou
Warren, Mrs. Earl
Brady, Patricia Ann
Weisler, Mrs. Patricia
Bratisbax„Sammy B.
Weixier, Rottert 11. Jr.
Buckingham, Mrs. Robert ,
White, Claudine
Bucy, Fliittb.th Ann
Wright, Michael Lynn
Carraway, C.F. .
Childress, Roseanne
Murray No.
Collie, Jimmy A.
Collie Leon
Adams, Helen Dane
—Dataan. Rox - Adams-,
Driskill, William
Aden, Mary H.
Driskill, Mrs. William
Ainsworth, Charles
Duncan, Larry R.
Ainsworth, Mrs. Charles
Eastes, Brenda B.
Barbes, Preston
-Evans, JudithBarbes, Mrs. Preston
Fuller, Marion J.
Bazzell, Bobby Joe
Glunt, Milton B.
Boyd, Mrs. Gail
Greer, Patsy C.
Branson, Jack Lynn
Hale, Ruth
Branson, Mary K.
Hormed, Hewitt M.
Brandon,'Mary Steely
Hughes Donna D. '
Bryan, Anita Kay
.
Hughes, John C.
Bryan, William H.
Jones, Stephanie Foster
Bussey, Christine
Kellar, Robert W.
Campbell, Neal E.
-Key, Jerry Mac
Carden, Patsy Jean
Kilgus, Lowell K.
Carroll, Johnie M.
Logan, Rickard
Clifford, Linda
Newcomb, Richard W.
Clemens, Donald J.
Olinsky, Ivon
.
Crant, Phillip
Orten„-Mrs. Dorothy J.
Xrant,
6Uirand=rrr
Darnell, Eddie W.
Pace, Don M.
Darnell, Mrs. Eddie W.
Parker, Niva
Denton, Twilit
Parker, David A.
Doran, Patricia
rpOot, -isitty Duval, Robert P.
Reed, Marion H.
Duval, Mrs. Robert P.
&eta Nedra ltity
Elberton, Kathleen
Shackelford, Mrs. Oary
Evans, Mary Wells

SATURDAY—JANUARY 15, 1972
Fitzgerald, Carolyn
'itttgeald, Murrell
Fortner, Thomas
Funnerman, Donald S.
Garnett, Richard
Garnett, Mrs. Ftichard
Lola B.
Grant, Joe W. Jr.
Griffis, John T.
-Griffis, Mrs. John T.
'Hager, Leland D.
Hager, Mrs. Leland
Harrell, Kenneth E.
Harris;--Afford
Hendon, Ann
Henry, Patricia
Hinson, Robert Lee
Hodges, Paul
Hodges, Mr.
Mrs.. Paul.
Housden, Mrs. Nell ,
Hughes, Tommy
Hughes, Mrs. Thomas L.Humphreys, Margaret G.
Johnson, Charles M.
Jones, Hazel
Jones, Lola
Jones, Mrs. Robert W.
Kahn, Richard S.
Kara*pontso, Robert
Karapontso, Rita
Kellner, Marshall
Kimberlen, Marilyn G.
Ladd Pamela L.
Lane, M.E.
Lasiter, Blanche
Launsbury, Charles
Laimsbury, Mrs.. Charles
Lyles, Charles
Lyons, Constance Lee
McDougal, Sue
Macha, Roger
r

PR1P=

Mahr, Lee
?Jahr,Afra
Malone, Bill C.
Margern, Richard
Margeson, Mary
May, Eric
May, Mrit. Eric • Metcalf, Doris M.
Miller, Christopher
Morgan, Ards M.
Morey, Russell
Morey, Nancy
Murphy, John Kirby
- ---erthierke-eettley,
Page, James B.
Paulk, Harry D.
Paulk, Richard Payne
Perfilio, John.
-Perfilio, Mary
'Rick, Aubrey
Rick, Claudius
Rogers, Carl S.
Rose, Jinuny
Ross, Veronica Rae
Rowland, Brenda
Sailer, Thomas
Saffer, Lola
Salmon, Larry
Scarbrough, Charles D.
Schiel, Ilse
.SChiller, Paul
Schiller, Mrs. Paul
Seymore. James L.
.
-4-alia14gegr
Shoemaker, Saddle F.
Speegle, Pauline
Stewart, Everett
Stewart, NaQcy _
Slice, Jeris
Slice_k CaraSununerville, Larry Dale
Thresher, John

Thresher, Cynthia Utley-,Elvis
Utley, Shirley
Waynick Dorlene
Weatherford,. Jpe Ann
Weems, Joyce
BILIW
Whitaker; Stephen Joseph
%Virginia', James
Wigginton, Marilyn Williams, Billy M.
Williams, Mrs. Billy M.
William Jane
-Wilsdrr,- Ruth Arm Wilson, Johnny H.
Wilson, Peggy Ann
Winchester, Warren Timble
Woedally Patsy _Diane
Wright, Robert D.
Zubier, William Jr.
Zubler, Mrs.-Williarn, Jr.
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PLEADS FOR SEAMEN
BALTIMORE (AP)- Liber-.
ty for a foreign sailor in Bal.:"
timore promises little more
than a visit to the city's honky
tank district, a tour director
complains.
Kalevi A. Olkio, who once
served with the Finnish Navy,
,,wants the city to build an international visitors center so foreign seamen havi an alley"Bioek."
Otherwise, says Olkio, "the
average -seaman will take a
walk in downtown Baltimore,
find nothing to really interest or
challenige him, go back to his
,--air-chnditkated-- shipand Sip his native beer, thinking
America is for the birds."
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